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Referendum, Initiative, and Veto Power: 
Budgetary Decision Making in Local Government 

BERNARD STELINENBERG* 

I. NITtODUCI'ION 

Political institutions appear to affect outcomes of public decision making'. 
Several studies have provided empirical evidence in favor of this hypothesis, 
comparing local governments using town meeting procedures with those using 
a representative system (see POMMEREm 119781; POMMEREHNE and 
SCHNEIDER [ 19821; SANCERRE [ 19861). However. this simple institutional view 
is not always supported. Comparing the ptovision of rural mads by townships 
in W o i s  and Minnesota, CHICONE, WA~ZER and DEUER [I9891 found no 
clear difference between direct and representative forms of government. MOR- 
GAN andPEUSER0 simultaneously examined the form of government, the way 
in which government officials were elected and whether or not elections can 
be classified as partisan in 22 U.S. cities for an 1 I-year period. They concluded 
that '...changes in city government structure have almost no impact on changes 
in taxing and spending levels' [1980,1005]. FARNHAM analyzed the influence 
of the m e  variables on the level of public spending for a sample of 633 
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communities with populations of 1O.OOO or more persons. He found that ‘if the 
reformed government characteristics are included directly as dummy variables 
in equations usingallobservations, their effect onexpenditureis not statistically 
significant’ [ 1987.5801. In another comparative study FARNHAM attempted to 
assess the effects of three forms of citizen influence in representative systems 
on the level of public expenditure. He concluded that ‘...the influence of the 
initiative, referendum, and recall like that of the reformed characteristics ... is 
either very modest or cannot be detected with the methodology used in this 
paper’ [ 1990.21 11. Again, empirical evidence seems to be hardly supportive 
for an institutional view on decision making. 

However, these studies are limited in dealing with political institutions’. 
First, none of these studies deals with institutional arrangements on a systematic 
basis. Using the median voter theorem, it is simply argued that policies in a 
representative system contain more ‘white noise’ than those in a direct 
democncy because of the influence of bureaucracy and other special interest 
groups. The effect of different arrangements of representative government on 
outcomes of decision making remains unclear. Second, most studies only make 
a distinction between direct and representative dcmocracies neglecting other 
institutional features. They fail to take into account the influence of arrange- 
ments such as referendum and voter initiative in lhe case of rep&tative 
government, which may lead to outcomes that are not simply a larger or smaller 
deviation of median voter preferences. The neglected interdependence of 
different institutions may also be a reason why some studies do not find 
empirical support for the influence of political institutions on expenditure 
levels, especially those dealing with comparisons between representative forms 
of government. Third, some studies simply assume identical or strongly com- 
parable preferences for the supply side of government (that is, legislators, 
elected officials of the executive branch. and bureaucrats), which only differ 
from voter preferences. Furthermore, voters are typically assumed to favor 
Iower levels of spending3. One might question whether the assumption about 
a ‘homogenous’ supply side is supported by behavioral models of politicians 
and bureaucrats. Moreover, such an assumption passes over arrangements (for 
instance, veto power) that might greatly influence outcomes of decision making 

2. Following FREY [1990.444) institutions can be defmd as arrangements that S ~ N C ~ U ~ C  

repeated human behavior. These arrangements CM bc distinguished into twomajortypes: (1) rules 
and (2) organizations. This paper focuses on the influence of rules. 

3. A reant example is FARNHAM who argues hat  ‘[ilf Leviathan or budget-maximizing 
tendencies SIC at w o k  on the supply ride. the dimt  democracy variables should have negative 
coefficients indicating a -training effed on thc level of local public expcnditurc’ [1990,203]. 
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as soon as differences are perceived in preferences between, for example, 
legislators and bureaucrats. 

Thepurposeof this papexis toexamine theinfluenceofdifferent institutional 
arrangements of representative govenunent on the level of public expenditure. 
More specifically, the influence of (1) obligatory fiscal referendum, (2) voter 
initiative, and (3) veto power of an elected official of the executive branch (for 
instance, the mayor in some U.S. cities) are analyzed. Furthermore, agenda 
setting power of bureaucracy is introduced to model a setting in which 
bureaucracy can be regarded as powerful. This case can be distinguished from 
one in which a legislative body is able to amend proposals of bureaucracy 
completely. This allows us to compare the outcomes of both models, which 
may reveal some of the chamteristics of bureaucratic and legislative power in 
decision making processes under different arrangements. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section II. develops a model to analyze 
different institutional arrangements for budgetary decision making. In Section 
III.1.. the influence of obligatory referendum will be investigated with a 
bureaucratic agenda setter. The assumption about agenda setting power is 
modified in Section IIl.2. allowing the legislature to amend budget proposals. 
In Section IV.1. an arrangement is introduced that allows voters to propose a 
level of taxation. Section IV.2. analyzes the effect of indirect initiative. Section 
V.l.  examines the influence of veto power with respect to higher tax rates 
proposed by the legislature. Relaxing the assumption about agenda setting 
power, the case in which legislators can amend proposals of the bureaucracy is 
dealt with in Section V.2. Section VL concludes the paper and points to some 
implications of this analysis of political institutions. 

11. BUDGETARY DECISION MAKJNG 

To show how different institutional arrangements may affect the outcome of 
budgetary decision making in the public sector, assumea government for which 
public expenditures are financed by taxes. For simplicity, governments do not 
have access to capital markets, and they are not allowed to create deficits. So, 
the level of public expenditures of a govemment is equal to total tax revenues. 
Then, budgetary decision making can be viewed as deciding on a single policy 
dimension, which may represent the level of public spending or the level of 
taxation. This implies that if lhe executive branch only has formal veto power 
with respect to tax legislation (or tax ordinances), this authority can actually be 
regarded as veto power with respect to the level of spending. Likewise, if voters 
have the authority to propose ordinances in the case of voter initiative, which 
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is formally limited to, for example, the assessment of a (maximum) level of 
taxation, their authority is equivalent to proposing a level of public expenditure. 

All political actors are assumed to have preferences with respect to the level 
of expenditure, E. The preference of a political actor i can be represented with 
a utility function Ud.) defied over E. These functions are assumed to be 
identically shaped for all voters as well as for all members of the legislature. 
However, their form may differ between voters and legislators. Moreover, the 
utility maximizing actors have single peaked preferences in E which are 
assumed to be symmetric4. The most preferred point by a voter? an elected 
official or a member of bureauaacy, given some tax structure, is called his ideal 
point E*(i). which has the following property: Ui(E*) > UdE) for all E # P(i). 

The one-chamk legislature uses majority rule as a deckion rule, which 
implies that the median legislator is decisive in this body. However, the ideal 
point of the median legislator is not necessanl . y equal to the median preference 
of al l  voters. One way of clarifying this point is to assume that legislators are 
elected by district. If a legislator represents the median voter within his district6, 
then the preference of the median of all voters is represented by the median 
legislator if and only if the median voter in the median legislator's district is 
equivalent to the median of all voters. This condition is very restrictive, and it 
is generally not likely to be fulfilled. Another reason for differences between 
voters and representatives are multi-member constituencies in local govern- 
ment. So, given the assumptions introduced the legislature may approve an 
expenditure level that deviates from a level preferred by the median voter. As 
suggested by public choice theory, legislators most likely prefer a higher level 
of spending than the median voter as they are 'captured' by special interest 
groups who have some stake in public spending. 

A third actor is a non-elected executive, who represents the government 
bureaucracy. His utility is assumed to be an increasing function of E. So, this 
preference is comparable to that of a NISKANEN-type of bureaucrat. The 
executive's maximizing behavior is constrained by preferences of the legisla- 
ture and/or voters, depending on the institutional arrangement that is used. 

4. The asrumpicas .bout tbc rbrpc of h e  utility function avoid unnmrsary annplications 
identifying median voten or median 1cgisl.tm for diffenmt 'mvcnim' or 'status quo' kvelr of 
spending. 

5. SCC ROMER .nd R o s e ~ n u ~  [ 1979.565-566l who at.blirh sin$ pulrd p f e m a s  of 
voten in this MICXL 

6. This urumpim M be questioned as wclL 
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All political actors are assumed to have full information on the preferences 
of other actors and the structure of the game. Therefore, every actor is able to 
anticipate future courses of action7. Second, it is assumed that political actors 
prefex that their decisions are not revised by others. This m be interpreted as 
having some cost imposed on a proposal that is not the final outcome of the 
budgetary process. If, for instance, the legislature prefers a budget EL, which 
can be reached by the agency choosing this budget ot proposing another budget 
that will be amended to EL, the agency prefers the first. Third, decisions are 
made in a sequential way, and no one is able to commit to future courses of 
action. Given these assumptions, the equilibrium concept of subgamepetfecr- 
n e d  can be used. It provides a unique outcome for every ‘budget’ game in this 
paper9, given the preferences of actors, their authority and the sequence of the 
decision making process. This enables us to compare outcomes for different 
preferences as well as for different institutional arrangements. 

To illustrate the working of the introduced assumptions, consider the follow- 
ing institutional mgemen t :  

1. The executive proposes a budget (or, a level of E) ,  and 
2. the budget has to be approved by the legislature, who cannot amend the 

proposal. 

This arrangement is normally used in ‘traditional’ models of budgetary 
decision making such as in NISKANEN [19711, MIG& and BELANCER [19741 
and ROMER and ROSENTHAL [1979]. The executive has power as an agenda- 
setter and may impose a budget that yields a higher level of expenditure than 
the budget most preferred by the median legislator. The solution of this problem 
can be found as follows. The median legislator, L, will approve every proposal 
that provides him the m e  or more utility than the ‘status quo’. The set of 
proposals that satisfies this condition will be called his preference set PL(SQ). 
In general, for actor i this set is defined as follows: 

7. Thmforr. no( the actual use of power but the &bution of authority to specific actors is 
important. This implies, for instance. b t  the number of vdcr initiatives or the number of veto’s 
of the mayor in strong mayor-cmil forms of local government doer not provide a valid indication 
of their influence in budgc(nry decision making processes. Even without the UK of their power. aa 
will be shown, h e  0utEOmc of dccision making may be .dnplcd towards their pnzferences. 

8. A set of stnkgiu is a subgame perfect (Nasb) equilibrium i f (1 )  it is an equilibrium for the 
entire ganie. and (2) the actions pmscribed by the strategies ue an equilibrium for every subgame. 
A subgame can be defined as the maining aclionr afkr any series of actions by the players. 

9. For simplicity. players am assumed not to prefer weakly dominated strategies. 
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with E(SQ) as the reversion level of expenditure or ‘sbtus quo’. Given the 
preference set of the median legislator the executive will search for the highest 
level of expenditure. 

Define E’(L) as the level of spending E for which UUE) = UL(E(SQ)). The 
ideal point of the median legislator will be denoted as E*(L). Assume that 
E*(L) > E(SQ). IftheexecutiveproposesabudgetE > E’(L), theproposal will 
not be accepted by the legislature. The ‘status quo’, as the best alternative 
attainable, will be approved. In that case the outcome provides the executive 
less utility than some of the alternatives in PUSQ) because E’(L) > E(SQ). So, 
the executive will propose a budget E = E’(L), which will be accepted by the 
legislature and contains the highest feasible level of expenditure. 

If the most preferred expenditure level of the median legislator is lower than 
the reversion level, E*(L) I E(SQ), the executive will not be able to reach a 
higher spending level than the ‘status quo’. He must propose a budget 
E = E(SQ), which will be approved by the legislature. The new budget is equal 
to, for example, last year’s budget. which means that the executive will not 
perceive arise of his utility. However, the agenda-setting power of the executive 
prevents the approval of a lower budget and, thus, a reduction of his utility if 
E*(L) < E(SQ). 

The equilibrium outcome of budgetary decision making under the ‘tradi- 
tional’ arrangement is E = max(E‘(L), E(SQ)J. If the executive proposes a 
budget for which E > max(E’(L), E(SQ)J, the proposal will be rejected by the 
legislature, and the ‘status quo’ will be the new budget. This result is com- 
pamble to a proposition derived by ROMER and ROSENTHAL [ 1979,5701 for 
fiscal referenda. They examined the case in which the executive formulates a 
budget proposal that has to be approved by voters. Then, the agenda setter is 
able to exploit the difference between the ideal point of the median voter and 
the ‘status quo’ or reversion level. However, as will be shown in this paper, this 
result changes if other institutional amngements are introduced. 

Of course, if we change the procedure by allowing the legislature to amend 
the proposal of the executive, the outcome will be the budget most preferred 
by the median legislator. The executive proposes E = E*(L), because any other 
proposal will be amended to this point and, as a strategy. will yield a lower 
payoff. In this case the legislature dominates the budgelay process, contrary 
to the preceding case of agenda setting power of the executive. 
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111. REFERENDUM 

I .  Bureaucralic Agenda Setting Power 

The first institutional arrangement that will be examined is an obligatory fiscal 
referendum. Under this arrangement voters have to approve a higher tax rate if 
the legklature agrees on a higher level of expenditure as the new budget. This 
institution provides voters a form of veto power. The procedure that will be 
used is: 

1. An executive proposes a budget (and, thus, a tax rate), 
2. the legislature has to approve or reject the proposal without amendments, 

and 
3. voters have to approve any increasc of the tax rate (or level of expenditure). 

Thus, if E > E(SQ), a referendum is held. 

In this case the executive is assumed to be an agenda setter. Afkr solving 
this problem, the next section will focus on the case in which the legislature 
may amend the budget and is the agenda setter with respect to a referendum. 

The executive is faced with the problem that the legislature has to agree on 
the budget, and if he proposes a higher level of spending than the ‘status quo’. 
the proposal also has to be approved by voters. Let E*(V) denote the spending 
level most preferred by the median voter. Assume that E*(L) > E*(V), which 
indicates that the median legislator has a higher demand for public expenditure 
than the median voter. For the moment, also assume that the reversion level is 
smaller than the median voter’s most preferred budget, thus: E(SQ) c E*(V). 
This case may occur if the ‘status quo’ level of spending is relatively small. An 
extreme example can be found in some school districts in the U.S. where no 
spending is allowed when a new budget is not approved. Then, the ‘status quo’ 
equals zero. The pfeferences of the median voter and the median legislator and 
a ‘status quo’ are depicted in Figure 1. 

If the executive proposes E = E‘(L), which is the solution of the ‘traditional’ 
arrangement, the legislator will approve the requested budget. Because 
E*(L) > E(SQ), the proposed level of spending, E ( L ) ,  is larger than the ‘status 
quo’, E(SQ). So, as indicated, the budget also has to be approved by voters in 
a referendum. However, the median voter prefers the ‘status quo’ to E’(L),  
because it is closer to his ideal point and, thus, yields more utility. The median 
voter will, therefore, reject the proposed budget in favor of the existing level 
of spending. This outcome is not advantageous for the executive and the median 
legislator who both (weakly) prefer any proposal from the interval 
[E(SQ), E‘(L)] to this outcome, including a budget equivalent to the ideal point 
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Figwe I 

of the median voter. This suggests that an incentive exists to propose and 
approve a budget that does not lead to E(SQ)'O. 

The outcome can be found working backwards. Define E'(V) as the budget 
for which the median voter is indifferent to E(SQ). In the last stage the median 
voter will accept all proposals in his preference setPv(SQ), which is equivalent 
to the interval [E(SQ), E' (V)]. -In the second stage the legislature has to approve 
the proposal of the executive. The preference set of the median legislator is 
P a S Q ) ,  which is equal to the interval [E(SQ), E'(L)]. Because the legislature 
will decide a budget that will be approved by voters, only proposals in the 
intersection of P d S Q )  and Pv(SQ) will not be rejected. Maximizing the level 
of expenditure the best choice the executive can make is to propose a budget 
E = E(V). This budget will be approved by the legislature and accepted by a 
majority of voters. 

The preferences in Figure I are typical because it is assumed that 
E*(V) > E(SQ). If the 'status quo' reflects pferences of the executive and the 
legislature, the median voter most likely prefers a smdler budget than the 
reversion level, and the outcome will differ h-om the one just derived. If 
E*(V) 5 E(SQ), the executive will propose a budget E = E(SQ), because any 
budgct larger than E(SQ) will be rejected by voters. In this case, voters do not 
have to be consulted, and the legislature approves the 'status quo' as the new 
budget. 

10. Even the mcdm voter has M incentive 10 change the outcame. if the pmpoaed budget is 
melcmentdhirprcfucnaset However.themedi~vvoterironlysMeto.~ orr+Uproposals 
that appmvcd by the legirlrtm. 
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So, the following result is derived: 

Proposiriun I .- Under a obligatory fiscal referendum, and if the executive is an 
agenda-setter, the unique subgame perfect equilibrium outcome is 
E = rnax{EW), E(sQ))? 

2. No Bureaucratic Agenda Setting Power 

So far the executive is assumed to be an agenda setter, and the legislature is not 
able to amend the executive’s proposal. This arrangement will be changed as 
follows: 

1. An executive proposes a budget, 
2. the legislature has the authority to amend this proposal and determines the 

budget, and 
3. voters have to approve any increase of the tax rate. 

The executive no longer has power as an agenda setter, and the legislature 
has a more dominant role in the decision making process. The main limitation 
is imposed by voters, who have to compare a proposal with the ‘status quo’ if 
it results into a higher level of spending. 

Assume,again, that the median legislatorprefers ahigherspending level than 
the median voter, E*(L) > E*(V), and, temporarily, that the ‘status quo’ has a 
relatively small value, that is: E(SQ) < E*(V). Because the legislature is able to 
amend the executive’s proposal, the bmucracy is powerless and does not 
affect the equilibrium outcome. If E‘(V) c E*(L), the executive has to propose 
E = E‘(V). This level of spending provides the median legislator most utility 

11. The special case of a median legislator with relatively low demand for public expenditure 
is also investigated. Thus. E*(L) < E*(V). K 4 S Q )  < E*(L). the aecutive will pmpose E = E’(L). 
This budget is an elanent of the preferem sei of& median voter as well as the median Icgirlature. 
and it also yields the highest level of expenditure. KE(Sp)2 E*(L). the executive can only propose 
.budgeiE=E(SP).Anylargerbudget willbercj~dbythclegisln~.Now,themedianlegislator 
willblodrany.aanptdbunrurrPcytoincrrnreplbliccxpuditurr. So.forrclativelylow demand 
of the median legislator. the following result is dcrivcd: 
Proposition: Under an obligatory f i r 4  referendun. and if the executive is an agenda-setter, the 
unique subgame perfect quilibrium outcane is E = max[E‘(L). 4SQ)) .  
Comparing this result with the of high demand of Ihc median legislator reveals that the 
quilibrium oulc~mc dcpcnda on the relatively low demanders io the game. If voters are low 
demanders. the obligatory fiscal refemndum effectively limits the exeartive in trying to incwe  
the expenditure level. If legislaton are low demanderr. the legislative approval of the budget is the 
main harrier towards higher levels of spending. 
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given the preference set of the median voter Pv(SQ). It will, theaefore, be 
accepted by the median legislator as well as a majority of voters. If 
E’(V) 2 E*(L), the legislature is able to have voters accept its most preferred 
point. In that case the executive proposes a budget E = E*(L). 

Proposition 2a: Under an obligatory fiscal referendum, and if the executive is 
not an agenda setter, the unique subgame perfect equilibrium outcome is 
E = min/E’(V), E*(L)] if the ‘status quo’ is smallex than the ideal point of the 
median voter, that is: E(SQ) c E*(V). 

If the reversion level is larger than the budget most preferred by the median 
voter, or E*(V) 5 E(SQ). the equilibrium outcome changes and depends on the 
location of the ‘status quo’ vis-d-vis the ideal point of the median legislator. If 
E*(L) 2 E(SQ). a majority of voters prefers a smaller budget than E(SQ), while 
the median legislator would like to have a larger budget. If the legislator 
proposes a budget larger than E(SQ), the median voter will not accept this 
proposal and the ‘status quo’ will be the new budget. A rather uncommon case 
occurs ifE*(L) < (SQ). Then, the median legislator and the median voter prefer 
a budget smaller than E(SQ). Such a preference configuration may occur of the 
‘status quo’ is, far instance, last year’s budget and voters and legislators 
suddenly changed theupreferences demanding a reduction of public expendi- 
ture. Now, the median legislator will approve a budget that reduces the tax rate. 
Voter approval is not obliged in this case, and a refexendurn will not be held. 
The equilibrium outcome is E = E*(L). 

Proposition 2b: Under an obligatory fiscal referendum, and if the executive is 
not an agenda setter, the unique subgame perfect equilibrium outcome is 
E = min[E(SQ), E*(L)J if the ‘status quo’ is larger than or equal to the ideal 
point of the median voter, that is: E(SQ) 2 E*(v)l2. 

Figure 2 summarizes the equilibrium outcomes of Propition 2 (no bureau- 
cratic agenda setting power). These outcomes are provided for different values 
of the ‘status quo’. 

12. The special case of reldvcly low deanand of the median legislator is also investigated. 
Asnune that E*(L) c P(V) and E(SQ) < E*Q. Vokn will “p‘ all proposals in PvfSQ). 90 the 
median legislator is able to plopose his most prefemd lcnl of spending. If E(SQ) 2 C ( L ) ,  the 
median legislator pnfers a budget that d n s  che same or a smaller kvel of expenditure than the 
‘status quo’. R d  tha a f i r d  derendum is only obligatory if the legislature approves a budget 
Ihatimplierahighcrtu~tc.So.thcexccutinwillpoposcE=E.(L).Bcuwethetu~~remains 
constant or is even reduced. a rcfercndum will not be held. and E+(L) i s  the new budget 
Proposilion: Under an obligatory fiscal d d u m .  and if the cxcclltin is not an agenda sctlcr. 
the. unique subgame perfed equilibrium outcane is E = E.(L). 
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Several observations can be made. First, the effect of a referendum is 
sometimes small or even nonexistent. If E(SQ) 2 E*(L), areferendum does not 
affect the outcome of budgetruy decision making. This is also true for small 
values of the 'status quo', that is: E(SQ) I E(L)-ZE*(V), and if the legislature 
does not face a bureaucratic agenda setter. If the executive does have agenda 
setting power, the equilibrium outcome is shifted away 6om E'(L) to E'(V) in 
comparison with the 'traditional' arrangement (see Section 11.). This difference 
reveals a constraining effect of voter preferences on the equilibrium outcome. 
Second, voter preferences are more important for intermediate values of the 
'status quo', that is: E(L)-ZE*(V) < E(SQ) < E*(L). Then, the median voter, 
who prefers a smaller expenditure level, effectively constrains the budget 
choice. As E(SQ) moves away from a small value towards the ideal point of the 
median voter, the equilibrium budget becomes smaller. A minimum is reached 
if E(SQ) = E*(V), and the median voter's most preferred budget is the outcome 
of budgetary decision making. Third, the absence of agenda seUing power 
clearly reduces the influence of the executive. Depending on the location of the 
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‘status quo’, he is not able to increase public spending to a level higher than the 
ideal point of the median legislator. 

IV. VOTER MITIATIVE 

The second institutional arrangement that will be analyzed is voter initiative. 
Under initiative, voters have the authority to propose a tax rate. or, in terms of 
our model, a level of expenditure. In general, two different forms of initiative 
can be distinguished. The fust form is direct initiative. In tha! case the proposed 
policy is put directly on aballot to be approved by voters. Then, beside authority 
to propose a policy, voters have veto power with respect to their proposals. The 
second form is called indirect initiative. In contrast to the first form, the 
legislature has authority to amend a policy proposal before it is voted on in a 
referendum. This authority provides the legislature veto power in the sense that 
the proposal can be changed into a more preferred budget. 

I .  Direct Inifiufive 

For direct initiative, the following procedure will be used: 

1. An executive proposes a budget, 
2. the legislature has to approve or to reject the proposal without amendments, 
3. voters may propose another tax rate or spending level (initiative), and 
4. voters have to approve their proposal in a referendum. 

Using this procedure, voter preferences determine the outcome. If the execu- 
tive proposes a budget E = E(L) ,  which is the outcome under the ‘traditional’ 
arrangement, voters will propose another level of spending if E*(V) # E(L) .  
The reason for this is obvious: Every proposal that is not equal to the most 
preferred point of the median voter causes a majority of voters to propose and 
approve an expenditure level that is equal to the median preference. So, the 
executive is confronted with the constraint that the outcome must be equivalent 
to E*(V). The budget that will be proposed and is approved by the legislature 
is, thus, E = E*(V). Note that under these ‘ideal’ conditions agenda setting 
power of the executive is not relevant for the outcome. Even if the legislature 
is able to amend budget proposals, the proposed and approved budget remains 
E*(V). Of course, the outcome depends on costs voters face in organizing a 
petition and to have a proposal put on the ballot. If these costs are quite 
substantial, the threat of initiative may not be credible. In that case, decision 
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making is more accurately described with the ‘traditional’ model in which only 
the executive and the legislative body decide the budget. 

Proposition 3: Under direct voter initiative, the unique subgame perfect equi- 
librium outcome is E = E*(V). 

2. Indirect Initiative 

Indirect initiative is the second form of voter initiative. Contrary to direct 
initiative. the legislature is allowed to amend a proposal before voters decide 
in a referendum. This procedure can be described as follows: 

1. An executive proposes a budget, 
2. the legislature has to approve or reject this propod without amendments, 
3. voters may propose another tax rate or spending level (initiative), 
4. the legislature may amend the proposal of voters, and 
5.  voters have to approve a proposal in a referendum. 

Assume that E*(V) < E*(L) and, temporarily, E(SQ) < E*(V). Prefemng a 
smaller budget than the median legislator, the ideal point of the median voter 
is larger than the ‘status quo’. So, E’(V) will be to the right of E*(V). Now, 
consider the first case in which E’(V) < E*(L.)I3. In the last stage, voters will 
approve a proposal if it is preferred to the ‘status quo’. In dher words, a 
successful proposal has to be in the median voter’s preference set Pv(SQ), 
which is equivalent to the interval [E(SQ),E‘(V)]. In the fourth stage, the 
legislature will amend any initiative to an element of PvfSQ) that yields the 
highest payoff for the median legislator. Given the ideal point of the median 
legislatorvis-d-vis this set, the legislature will proposeE‘(V). Voters will decide 
whether or not to organize a petition in the third stage. If the executive’s 
proposal is not in [E(SQ), E‘(V)], they will use their authority to introduce a 
proposal14. Knowing this, the legislature will approve a budget equivalent to 
E’(V), which will be proposed by the executive. If the executive still decides to 
propose another budget. for instance a budget E > E‘(V), voters will object and 
use their proposal authority. This strategy, which leads to the same outcome, 
yields a lower payoff than proposing E’(V). 

13. Or. E(SQ) 2EL(V)-E+(L). 
14. Again, mrn transaction costs are assumed If these costs are mom substantial. decision 

making under this arrangement is more accurately described with the ‘traditional‘ arrangement in 
Section 11. 
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The outcome changes if the ‘status quo’ is a snaller budget. In other words, 
E’(V) 2 E*(L)”. Then. the median legislator is able to propose his ideal point 
as the new budget in the fourth stage. Because the median legislator’s ideal 
point is closef to the ideal point of the median voter than the ‘status quo’, this 
point will be p r e f d  toE’(V) arE(SQ). So, a budget equivalent to E*(L) wil l  
be the equilibrium outcome. Any other proposal of the executive will lead to 
voter initiative and an amended pposal of the legislature. Again, agenda 
setting power of the executive is not relevant for the equilibrium outcome. 

Proposition 4a: Under indirect voter initiative, the unique subgame perfect 
equilibrium outcome is E = min{E‘(V), E*(L)J if the ‘status quo’ is smaller than 
the ideal point of the median voter, that is: E(SQ) < E*(V). 

A different outcome will occur if the ‘status quo’ is equal to or smaller than 
the ideal point of the median voter, while the median legislator prefers a larger 
budget. Thus, E(SQ) 2 E*(V) and E*(L) 2 E(SQ). men, the ‘status quo’ is the 
only proposal that will be accepted by the legislature and votes. Any budget 
proposed by the executive and approved by the legislahm that implies a higher 
level of spending than E(SQ), will trigger voter initiative. The result is that such 
a proposal will be rejected in a referendum in favor of the ‘status quo’ level of 
spending. So, in this case the executive will propose E = E(SQ), which is the 
equilibrium outcome. 

Less common is the following preference configuration: E*(L) < E(SQ). 
Then, the budget most preferred by the median legislator is within the prefer- 
ence set of the median voter Pv(SQ). Any voter proposal will be amended to 
this point before it is put on the ballot, and E*(L) will be approved in a 
referendum. Because E*(V) < E*(L) and P ( L )  < E(SQ), the ideal point of the 
median voter is closer to E*(L) than EfSQ), and, therefore, Uv(E*(L)P 
Uv(E(SQ)). So, anticipating these actions in the next stages, the executive 
proposes E = E*(L). 

IS. Or, E(SQ) ZE.(v)-E.(L). 
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Proposition 46: Under indirect voter initiative, the unique subgame perfect 
equilibrium outcome is E = min/E(SQ), E*(L)) if the 'status quo' is 9 than 
or equal to the ideal point of the median voter, that is: E(SQ) 2 E*(V) . 

The equilibrium outcome of this game is equal to the outcome described by 
Proposition 2. So, the arrangements of an obligatory fiscal referendum and 
indirect voter initiative have identical effects on the level of public spending. 

v. VETO POWER 

I .  Bureaucratic Agenda Setting Power 

The last institutional arrangement that will be considered is veto power of an 
elected official with respect to an increase of the tax xate. This authority is 
comparable to that of mayors in some U.S. cities, who may veto ordinances of 
city councils. The procedure in this case is: 

1. An executive proposes a budget, 
2. the legislature may approve or reject the proposal without amendments, 
3. an elected official of the executive branch may veto the proposal of the 

legislature if it implies a higher tax nte, and 
4. a veto can be overruled by a two-thirds majority of the legislature. 

16. The special case of a median legislator with relatively low demand for public expenditure 
isalsoinvestigated AssuincthatE*(V)>E*(L)andE(SP)~E+(L). So.volersprcferthe ideal point 
of the median legislator to the 'status quo', and the cxec~ive  has to p m p e  E = F(L) .  If QSQ) 
> C ( L )  and P(V) 2 E(SQ). the only point the preference sets of the median legislator and the 
median votcr have in common is the 'status quo'. So. the equilibrium strategy of the executive is 

IfE*(V)<E(SQ).andE(V)>E*(L), E(V)isthconlybudge(chatyieldsthe highestfeasiblepayoff 
for the median kgislator and is an element of PdSQ). So, E = E(V). If E(V) S EL(L). EL&) E 

PdSQ). Now, E = E*(L). 
Proposilion: Under indirect votcr initiative, the unique subgame perfed quilibrium outcome is: 
(i) E = max{EL(L), E(SQ)J if the median voter prcfers a budget equal to or larger than the 'status 
quo', that is : E*(V) 2 E(SQ). 
(ii) E = max@'(V). EL(L)] if the median vo(er prcfers a bud@ smaller than the 'status quo', that 
is: E*(V) < E(SQ). 
Nc& that wbcn the median legislator prefers a smaller budget than the median voter. the outcane 
is n d  equivalent to Ihe one for M obligatory fiscal referendum (see Note 11). Furlhermom, while 
the same type of equilibrium wtcnme is found as for high legislative demand (see Proposition 4). 
the outcomer in t e n n a  of expenditure levels differ, because E*(V) > EL(L). 
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The ideal point of the elected official will be denoted as E*(M). Furthermore, 
E*(O) (or E*(O’)) is the ideal point of a legislator, who has one-third of all ideal 
points of legislators to his left (or to his right). Consequently, E*(O) 5 E*(L) S 
E*(O’). In case a budget proposal is vetoed, the relevant two-thirds majority 
depends on the value of the ‘status quo’ vis-a-vis E*(O) and E*(O’). If 
E(SQ) < E*(O), E*(O) is the ideal point of the legislator who is decisive in case 
of two-thirds majority voting. If E(SQ)>E*(O’) ,  P(0’) has to be used. 
However, if E*(O) 5 E(SQ) I E*(O’), none of the proposals in E is able to beat 
the ‘status q u ~ ’ ’ ~ .  In this case, the legislature cannot ovemde a veto, and if a 
proposal is vetoed, the ‘status quo’ will be preserved. 

Veto power of the official affects the outcome if E(SQ) < E*(L)18. In this 
case E*(O) is the relevant ideal point of the decisive legislator for two-lhirds 
majority voting. Two cases will be examined: (1) The case for which a 
two-thirds majority can be formed against the ‘status quo’, EfSQ) < E*(O), and 
(2) the case for which a veto of the elected official cannot be overridden by the 
legislature, E(SQ) 2 E*(O). 

Veto cun be overruled. Assume that E{SQ) < P(0). The problem the execu- 
tive faces is to find a point he prefers most and that will be accepted by the 
median legislator. and which also is an element of the preference set of the 
elected official or the decisive legislator in a two-thirds majority vote. ‘Ihus, 
the proposal has to be an element of the intersection of P d S Q )  and 
PM(SQ) u Po(SQ). If his pro@ is in-PMfSQ). h e  official will not use his 
veto power. If the proposal is in Po(SQ), it will be ‘protected’ by the legislature 
because a possible veto of the official will be ovemdden. 

Now, assumed that Lhe official prefers Lhe same or a larger level of public 
expenditure than the median legislator, thus: E*(M) 2 E*(L). This preference 
configuration may occur if the elected official represents special interests, 
whichfavorahighlevelofpublicspending.If1heexecutiveproposesE = E f t ) ,  
which is in the median legislator’s preference set, the official will not use his 
veto power because this proposal yields more utility than the ‘status quo’. 

17. See also BLACX’S t h e m  on special majority voting (1987.89-90). 
18. If E(SQ) 2 E*(L). the ram case occun that a veto docs not have to be amsidered. As 

indicated. it i s  only dcfmed for. propared tax incmme. ’Ibe b u t  pmposal thc aumtive can make 
is I budgel quivdent to the ‘slatw quo’. It con(.ilu the high- level of spending of dl propoulr 
in the pmferrnce ret oftbe median legislator (see sedion IT). So, independent of the prefemce a€ 
Ihe e b d  offikid. the quilibrium rttatcgy of& cxccutive is to p m p o ~  E = 4SQ). ’bus: 
Proposiabn: Under ve~o power O ~ M  e l d  &iid d Ihc executive bnndt. and if thc uccutive 
is an agenda setter, tbe miquc rubgune p d e c t  equilibrium outcane is E =  4 S Q )  if the ‘rtatur 
quo’ i s  equal to or larger than the i d a l  point d tbc medim legislator, that is: E(SQ) 2 E+(L). 
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The electcd official might not be 'captured' by special interests. If he 
represents a majority of voters who prefer less spending than the median 
legislator. his ideal point can be found to the left of E*(L). If E*(O) 5 E*(M) 
and E*(L) > E*(M), the official prefers a smaller budget than the median 
legislator, but still favors more public spending than the legislator who is 
decisive in a two-thirds majority vote. Because E*(L) > E*(M), E ( L )  > E'(M) 
with E'(M) as the elected official's point of indifference to E(SQ). So, if the 
executive proposes E'(L.), the official does not prefer a budget E'(L) to the 
'status quo' anymore. He will veto the proposed budget E'(L). The legislature 
will not ovenide this veto,because a two-thirds majority prefersE(SQ) to E'(L). 
Now, the executive can propose a budget E = E'(M). This proposal is veto proof 
and will be accepted by the median legislator. 

Proposition5a: Under veto power of an elected official of the executive branch, 
and if the executive is an agenda setter, and if a veto can be overruled, that is: 
E(SQ) c E*(O), the unique subgame perfect equilibrium outcome is 
E = min[E'(L), E'(M)) if the clected official prefers public spending at least as 
much as the legislator who is decisive in a two-thirds majority vote, that is: 
E*(M) 2 E*(O). 

The following result is derived: 

The preference of the elected official may deviate more substantially from 
the median legislator. If E*(M) < E*(O), the elected official favors a smaller 
level of expenditure than two-thirdsof all legislators. The executive may exploit 
this difference by proposing E = E(0). E'(0) is defined as the point of 
indifference to E(SQ) for the legislator with the ideal point E*(O). Because 
E*(O) 5 E*(L) and E(SQ) < E*(O), the proposal will be in the preference set 
of the median legislator and legislator 0. The official will not use his veto 
power, because a possible veto will be overruled. 

Proposition5b: Under veto power of an elected official of the executive bnnch, 
and if the executive is an agenda setter, and if a veto can be overmled, that is: 
E(SQ) c E*(O), the unique subgame perfect equilibrium outcome is E = E (0) 
if the elected official prefers a lower lcvel of public spending than the legislator 
who is decisive in a two-thirds majority vote, that is: E*(M) c E*(O). 

Figure 3 summarizes the equilibrium outcomes in case of veto power of an 
elected official and a bureaucratic agenda setter. These outcomes are provided 
for different ideal points of the elected official. 

Veto cannot be overruled. Now, assume that E(SQ) 2 E*(O). SO, a veto 
cannot be overridden by the legislature. In the last stage the elected official has 
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Figure 3 

to decide whether or not to veto the pro@ budget. The executive’s problem 
is to find a budget that is in the preference set of the median legislator as well 
as the preference set of the elected official, or PUSQ) n PM(SQ). Moreover, it 
is assumed that E(SQ) c E*(L) to avoid overlap with the case for which veto 
power of the elected official is not defid’’. 

Assume that the ideal point of the official is equal to or larger than the ideal 
point of the median legislator,E*(M) 2 E*(L). The preference set of the median 
legislator now is a subset of the official’s preference set, so the executive can 
propose a budget E = E ( L ) .  This budget will be approved by the legislature, 
and the elected official will not use his veto power. If E*(M) c E*(L) and 
E*fM) > EfSQ). the executive’s proposal is E = E ( M ) .  If he proposes, for 
example, E’(L), it will be vetoed by the official. Then, the ‘status quo’ will be 
the new budget, which is less than E ( M ) .  

19. See Note 18. 
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Proposition 6u: Under veto power of an elected official of the executive branch, 
and if the executive is an agenda setter, and if a veto cannot be overmled, that 
is: E(SQ)2  E*(O), the unique subgame perfect equilibrium outcome is 
E = min(E’(L), E’fM))  if the official prefers a higher level of public spending 
than the ‘status quo’, that is: E*(M) > EfSQ). 

This outcome changes if E*(M) I E(SQ). Then, the official will veto any 
proposal that contains an expenditure level that exceeds the ‘status quo’. 
Because a veto cannot be overmled, the executive has to propose a budget 
E = E(SQ), which is the equilibrium outcome. 

Proposition 66: Under veto power of an elected official of the executive branch, 
and if the executive is an agenda setter, and if a veto cannot be overruled. that 
is: E(SQ) 2 E*(O), the unique subgame perfect equilibrium outcome is 
E = E(SQ) if the official prefers lhe ‘status quo’ or a lower level of public 
spending, that is: E*(M) I E(SQ). 

The outcome of budgetary decision making in which a veto cannot be 
overruled, is summarized in Figure 4.  Comparing this outcome with a budget 
game in which a veto can be overruled (see Figure 3). the following observa- 
tions can be made. First, veto power has a limited effect on the outcome of 
budgetary decision making. It allows the elected official to restrain the execu- 
tive when he prefers less spending than the median legislator. If he prefers more, 
the official is not able to reach a higher level of spending than E’(L). This effect 
can also be found in KIEW~ET and MKLJBBINS [1988], who present a simple 
model for congressional appropriations decisions in which only the president 
(the elected official) and Congress are included as players. They also found 
empirical evidence in favor of the asymmetric influence of veto power. Second. 
in this paper, which pays attention to the fact that a veto can be overridden too, 
the influence of the elected official appears also to be limited by E*(O) (Figure 
3) or E(SQ) (Figure 4). If the id& point of the elected official is smaller than 
one of these value depending on whether a veto can be overmled, veto power 
does not affect the equilibrium outcome. So, beside a maximum of E’(L), the 
elected official is also restrained by these minimum values. Third, note that the 
difference between both cases of veto power is reduced and, finally, will 
disappear when the ‘status quo’ moves toward E*(O). 
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Figwe 4 

2. No Bureaucratic Agenda Setting Power 

Allowing the legislature to amend the proposal of the executive, h e  procedure 
described in the preceding section only changes with respect to the second 
stage. Now, the legislature has the authority to amend the executive's proposal, 
which reduces the power of the executive, who has to propose a budget that is 
as close as possible to the ideal point of the median legislator depending on the 
preference of the elected official or the decisive legislator in a two-thirds 
majority vote. 
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Veto power of the official affects the outcome if E(SQ) < E*(L)~O. Using 
E*(O) as the relevant ideal point of the legislator who is decisive far two-thirds 
majority voting, two cases will be examined: (1) The case in which a two-thirds 
majority can be formed against the 'status quo' and, therefore, a veto can be 
overruled, so E(SQ)<E*(O),  and (2) the case for which a veto cannot be 
overruled, thus: E(SQ) 2 E*(O). 

Veto can be overruled. Assume that E(SQ) < E*(O), which is the condition 
for a successful special majority against the 'status quo'. The executive's 
problem is to find a point the median legislator prefers most and also is an 
element of the preference set of the elected official or the legislator who is 
decisive in a two-thirds majority vote. If a proposal is not in PM(SQ) u Po(SQ), 
it will be vetoed in favor of the 'status quo'. 

Assume that E*(M) 2 E*(O). The official prefers the same or a higher level 
of public expenditure than the median legislator. This implies that E'(M) 2 
E'(0 ) .  As long as the ideal point of the median legislator is an element of the 
preference set of the elected official, thus: E'(M) 2 E*(L), the executive has to 
propose E = E*(L) as the new budget. If E'(M) < E*(L), the executive proposes 
E = E ( M ) .  Given that only proposals in PM(SQ) u Po(SQ) are feasible, this 
point provides the median legislator the highest payoff. 

Proposition 7a: Under veto power of an elected official of the executive branch, 
and if the executive is not an agenda setter, and if a veto m be overruled, that 
is: E(SQ)<E*(O), the unique subgame perfect equilibrium outcome is 
E = min(E*(L), E ( M ) )  if the elected official prefers public spending at least as 
much as the decisive legislator in a two-thirds majority vote, that is: 
E*(M) 2 E*(O). 

These outcomes change if the elected official prefers public spending less 
than the decisive legislator 0. So, if E*(M) < E*(O) and E(0) < E*(L), E ' ( 0 )  
has to be proposed by the executive. Although this budget is not in the official's 
preference set because E'(M)  < E'(O), it will be accepted by this player. If he 

20. Again, a v d o  docs not have to be considered if E(SQ) 2 E*(L). It is only defmod for a 
proposed increase of the tax ntc. Now. the median legislator is able to have the executive propose 
his ideal point, which is accepted by a majority. So. Ihe uplilibrium ou~anne is E =  P ( L )  instcad 
of E(SQ), which was the outcome in case thc executive un act as an agenda setter (sce Section 11). 
Thus: 
Propsifion: Under veto power of an elected official of the executive branch, and if the executive 
is not an agenda setter. and if the status quo is equal to or larger than the ideal point of the median 
legislator. that is: E(SQ) 2 F ( L ) ,  the unique subgame perfect equilibrium o u t m e  is E = P ( L ) .  
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doesvetothebill, hisvetowillbeovemledbyatwo-thirdsmajority.IfE’(0) 2 
E*(L), the executive again proposes E = E*(LJ. 

Proposition 76: Under veto power of an elected official of the executive branch, 
and if the executive is not an agenda setter, and if a veto can be overmled, that 
is: E(SQ)<E*(O),  the unique subgame perfect equilibrium outcome is 
E = min(E*(L), E(0)) if the elected official prefers a lower level of public 
spending than the decisive legislator in a two-thirds majority vote, that is: 
E*(M) < E*(O). 

Without bureaucratic agenda setting power, the median legislator is able to 
induce his ideal point E*(L) as the outcome of decision making instead of the 
larger budgets E’(L) or E ’ ( 0 )  21, which result if the executive is an agenda 
setter. A specid case occurs i fE(0)  2 E*(L,’~. m n .  P(L)  will be the only 
equilibrium outcome regardless of the preference of the elected official. This 
effect is due to the fact that in this case the median legislator’s ideal point is 
always in Po(SQ)  and, thus, can be proposed without being vetoed. 

Veto cannor be overruled. Now, assume that E(SQ) 2 E*(O) implying that a 
veto cannot be overruled by a two-thirds majority in the legislature. Further- 
more, assume that E(SQ) < E*(L)=. Because a veto cannot be overridden, the 
executive has to propose a budget that is an element of only the preference set 
of the elected official, PM(SQ), instead of PM(SQ) u Po(SQ). 

Assume that E*(M) > E(SQ). so E*(M) > E*(O). If E’(M) 2 E*(L). the 
median legislator will amend any proposal towards his own ideal point. The 
proposal E*(L) will not be vetoed because it is in preference set of the elected 
official and, therefore, yields more utility than the ‘status quo’. So, the equi- 
librium outcome is a budget E = E*(L). If E ( M )  < E*(L), the ideal point of the 
median legislator is not in PM(SQ). The proposal that is as close as possible to 
the median legislator’s most preferred point is E’(M).  Any other proposal closer 
to E*(L) is valued less by the official and will. therefore,be vetoed. In this case 
the equilibrium outcome is E = E’(M). 

Proposition 8a: Under veto power of an elected official of the executive branch. 
and if the executive is not an agenda setter, and if a veto cannot be overruled, 
that is: E(SQ) 2 E*(O), the unique subgame perfect equilihrium outcome is 
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E = min{E*(L), E ( M ) )  if the elected official prefers a higher level of public 
spending than the 'status quo'. that is: E*(M) > E(SQ). 

If E*(W I EfSQ), the 'status quo' is found between E*(M) and E*(L). Then, 
the official will veto any proposal that contains an expenditure level larger than 
the 'status quo'. Because his veto cannot be overruled by the legislature, thc 
executive has to propose a budget E = E(SQ). 

Proposilion 86: Under veto power of an elected official of the executive branch, 
and if the executive is not an agenda setter, and if a veto cannot be overruled, 
that is: E(SQ) 2 E*(O), the unique subgame perfect equilibrium outcome is 
E = E(SQ) if the elected official prefers the 'status quo' or a lower level of 
public spending, that is: E*(M) I E(SQ). 

Again, veto power appears to have a limited effect on the outcome of 
budgetary decision making. The official cannot impose a higher budget than 
E*(L) if he prefers more public spending thm the median legislator. If he prefers 
less, the outcome is limited by he values E ' ( 0 )  (see Figure 5)  or E(SQ) (see 

Figure 5 



Figure 6). These minimum values are also the main difference between both 
cases of veto power. 
The effect of bureaucratic agenda setting power becomes clear if Figure 5 is 

compared with Figure 3, and Figure 6 is compared with Figure 4. If the 
executive has agenda setting power. he may propose a budget up to a maximum 
of E ( L )  depending on the preference of the elected o f f i d .  'Ihis maximum is 
reduced to E*(L) as won as the legislature has more power and may amend the 
executive's proposal. So, bureaucratic agenda setting power does matter under 
the arrangement of veto power, and it may lead to a higher level of public 
spending. 

Figure 6 
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ideal point of legislator who is decisive in two-thirds majority voting 
'SWUS quo' M reversion lcvcl of rprnding 
ideal poiat of the median vcter 
ideal point dche elected official 
ideal paint of the median l e g i r k  
median votcr's point of indiffcnwc to E(SQ) 
electcd official's point of indirfcrena to E(SQ) 
median legislator's point of indifference to E(SQ) 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The preceding sections offer several equilibrium outcomes for budget games 
in which different institutional anangements are used. Besides these arrange- 
ments, the outcomes of most games also depend on the preferences of specific 
actors vis-h-vis others and the location of the 'status quo' level of spending. 
Therefore, any comparison of the effects of different institutional arrangements 
on expenditure levels has to take into account these factors. 

Although comparisons can be made for various preference configurations, 
some of the main findings will be summarized using a specific preference 
configuration for voters, legislators, M elected official and the 'status quo'. This 
ordering, which may resemble preferences in at least some local governments, 
is the following: E*(O) < E(SQ) < P(V) < E*(M) < E*(L). Moreover, it is 
assumed that E*(L) c E'(V) < F ( M )  < E'(L) (see Figure 7). 

According to this ordering, the median voter is assumed to prefer less public 
spending than the median legislator. "he ideal point of the elected official 
(comparable to a mayor in a strong myor-council form of government) is 
located between the median voter and the median legislator. The 'status quo' 
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is regarded as a level of spending comparable to, for example, last year’s budget 
and does not have an extremely small value. Furthermore, the ‘status quo’ is 
larger than the ideal point of the legislator who is decisive in two-thirds majority 
voting. So, in case of veto power, a veto of the elected official cannot be 
overridden by the legislature. 

TaMe I 

compuing D i f f m t  Ilrrtitutid Arrpngelnaltp: 

Lev& of Public Expenditure 

executive as agenda setter: 

YeS No 

- ‘traditional’ modd: 
executive-legislature E’(L) 
(Section n.) 

- referendum 
(Section m.) 

- direct voter initiative E*W) E*W) 

- indirect voter initiative E*(L) E*(L) 

(Section IV. 1 .) 

(Section IV.2.) 

- vdopowa’ 
(Section V.) 

* in this example EGQJ > E*(O). so a veto cannot be overridden by tbe legislature. 

The outcomes of budgem decision making based on these preferences are 
summarized in Tuble 1. In addition to the d i f f m t  institutional arrangements 
analyzed in Sections III. to V., the table also contains the outcome for the 
‘traditional’ model, which is described in Section II. According to this model 
only the executive and the legislature decide the budget. 

Comparing the influence of these arrangements on the level of public 
spending. the ‘traditional‘ model with an executive as agenda setter hzads to the 
highest spending level, E’(L). Agenda setting power of bureaucncy also results 
into relatively high levels of public spending if an elected official has veto 
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power or ifafiscal referendum has tobeused. Theseoutcomes, E’(M) and E’(V) 
respectively, are larger than E*(L), which is the budget in case the legislature 
can amend proposals of bureaucracy. 
II the executive is not an agenda setter, the outcome for the ‘traditional’ 

model is the same as the outcome under a fiscal referendum, indirect voter 
initiative and veto power. However, these arrangements do not always yield 
equivalent results, and, as indicated, the outcomes in Table I depend on the 
prefcrence configuration that is used. An exception are referendum and indirect 
voter initiative. If the median legislator prefers a higher level of public spending 
than the median voter, these arrangements have idcntical outcomes. This result 
is due to the fact that in both cases the median legislator is the agenda setter 
with respect to the decision of voters in a referendum. 

The smallest budget is found for direct voter initiative, the arrangement in 
which voters actually determine the level of expenditure. Because the median 
voter is assumed to have the lowest demand for public spending vis-d-vis the 
other players, this level of spending is not a surprising result. More important 
is that under the arrangement of initiative voters are able to adapt the outcome 
of budgetary decision making toward their most preferred point. 

In genenl. the analyzed institutional amngcnients allow different political 
actors to affect the outcome to ff ieirbenefit. The influence of voters is the largest 
undex direct voter initiative. If a fiscal referendum is required to increase tax 
rates or if indirect voter initiative is allowed, their influence is reduced in favor 
of legislators or bureaucracy. An elected offKial may sometimes adapt the 
budget level towards his ideal point if he has veto power. Finally, the executive 
branch, or bureaucracy, has the largest influence on the level of spending if they 
may determine the agenda in the ‘traditional’ model. 

In this paper the comparison of some institutions of representative govern- 
ment reveals that these amngements may affect the level of public expenditure. 
Comparing governments using direct democracy procedures (for example, 
town meetings) with those using a form of representative government is not 
simply equal to a case of having a lower or a larger level of expenditure. If, for 
instance, direct votcr initiative is allowed, the level ofpublic expenditures under 
a representative arrangement can be equivalent to the level of spending in the 
case of direct democracy. Political institutions of representative government 
should not be neglected in comparative analyses. These inqtitutions also matter 
and affect the level of public expenditure in different ways. 
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Thc paper -her the infl- of different institutional anangancnts d representative gcrvem- 
ment More specifially, tk d f a  of(1) otiigabny f i d  mferrndum, @)voter initiative. and (3) 
vem powex of an d d  offtd d the executive branch (for iostancc. the mayor) oo the level of 
expcnditute arc adyzcd. M m .  the influcoce of agenda retting p"u of b u c r r ~ y  on 
wtcancr is mmpucd with a case io which the legidatwe is able to introduce amendments. 

In diescm Ariikcl w i d  der Einflurs von v e n c h i k n  indtuticacllcn Rcgelungcn in den Vcrei- 
nigtcn &ten voa Amuika auf e k e  rcprireot.live Rcgierung untunlchl. Im cinlthcn werdcn die 
Effckte von (1) obligalorirchcn firkalen Refermda. (2) d d  Wihler initiierte Vohbefragrmgen 
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und (3) einer Vetanrcht eioer gcwihkn Vertrcrur eincr aurfiihmnden Institution (wie pllll 

Bciepicl der cine Biigemeirtcn) aufdem Gebiet Bffentlichcr Ausgrben untcnucht Dariibcrhin- 
aus wird dcr Einflusr von Biimknt.cn ruf die Ergebnirte mit dun Fall verglichn. in dan die 
gcsctqebcnde Gewalt cine h i n a n t e  Poritim e i n n i i t  gegcnfibcr dcr Bfimkratie. 

L'cxport mdysel'influe~~ dediffCmks dispositions inrt i tut idcs  du gouvcmanent +sen- 
tatif aux U.S.A. On y Ctudic plus rpCciquancd lcr effects (1) du rCfCnndum f i d  obligatoire, 
(2) dc I'inbicltivc 6ledeur. d(3)  du h i t  de vtto d'un @sentant Clu dc 1'ExccUtif (un maim. par 
exemple) en macitrc de & p a w s .  En OUIR. I'influcnce du pouvoir dc mirc A l'ordm du jour de 1. 
bumucratierurles rtrultatsest compartcrvccuncas dlclkgielataucst aanp6tcnt pourintroduire 
der amendemcnts. 
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